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The proof is trivial and will be omitted. Let For any aeR^, Aa will be considered as a normed Jc-algebra with the canonical norm [|.||a, and in particular as a topological Jc-algebra. 
Proof.
i ° Let M be a closed ball in Aa with centre g e Aa and radius p (< + oo) and let (fi)i^o be a sequence of elements fi^M, weakly convergent to an element f e A. Let a,n = ^m{f\ a^ = ^m(fi) and bm == ^m(g\ Then^ that is f^M.
2° Let (fi)i^o be a Cauchy sequence in Aa. Since the canonical injection Aa-^ A is continuous for the weak topology of A, the sequence (fi)i^o ( 1 ) The proof of completeness of A^ is due to C. FOIAS. for all i^io(i), which completes the proof of the theorem. Since Aa is complete, any normally convergent series of elements fi^Ay. is convergent in Aa and its sum f satisfies ll^lla^HAHa;
;^o moreover the sum of a convergent series in A a coincides with its weak sum and with its m-adic sum. For 
weN"
(here the second equality is a definition 
.,/*/-i). Clearly v is A-linear continuous and uu == i\r,
From Corollary 6 it follows that, for n < p, the canonical injection
2. The preparation lemma.
In this paragraph we shall consider two examples of (( successive approximations " for power series. We begin with the preparation lemma. 
Also, co(u,(/'))^co(/') and co(y,(/-)) ^co(/'). Let
Then a is an ideal of A, acrfi, and clearly the a-adic topology of 
Moreover the map f^ is k[[X,, ..., Xn-,]]-linear and is continuous for the weak, Hh-adic and a-adic topologies of
This reduction of (i) to (2) is due to ZARISKI and SAMUEL ( [5] , p. i4o).
We define the sequence (h^ by the conditions
ho==o, hi+i=u(f)-u(ph,).
Since co(p)>o, we have
and so, by induction on i, By the definition of p and since u(g) is a polynomial in Xn with coefficients in the maximal ideal of A'jXi, ..., Xn}, it is clear that Ig is cofinal with R^'. Let a e J^, and let
0= Plla
Then 6<i, and, given /'eAa, it follows from the inductive definition of hi that all h;eAa and that ll^illa^^+Ollfclla.
Hence, by induction on i,
for all f. Thus, the sequence (hi)^o is bounded in A a, and is a-convergent (therefore also weakly convergent). By Theorem 1.2, (^)^o is convergent to h == hf in A a, and ii'./ii.^d^-As \/ = hf(u(g))~\ the theorem is completely proved. Cauchy's inequalities and the maximum principle yield 
with a matrix product in the right side; in particular, we have
We define the sequence (f(v))^o inductively by the conditions
and so
because we have, by induction on v,
Thus (/'(v))^o is convergent for the fh-adic topology of A^, necessarily to a solution fe^ of (3).
If f is another solution of (3), then and let p ^ a such that^1
Then it is easily seen, by induction on v, that We remark that any system of " implicit functions ,, can be easily reduced to the equation (3).
Analytic algebras and analytic modules.
DEFINITION. -An analytic algebra over A-is a /c-algebra A such that i° A ^ o, and 2° there exists a A-algebra epimorphism cp: k { Xi, ..., Xn } -> A.
Any analytic algebra (over k) is local and has residue field w k. It follows that if A and B are analytic algebras (over k), then any A-algebra homomorphism u : A -> B is local. Any analytic algebra A will be considered as a topological A-algebra for its canonical topology; and clearly any analytic algebra is locally convex.
COROLLARY. -Let A and B be analytic algebras over k. Any k-algebra homomorphism u: A -> B is continuous (for the canonical topologies of A and B).
Proof. --With the notations of Lemma 3.1,ucp==^yis continuous (since ^ and v are continuous), hence u is continuous because cp is strict.
DEFINITION. -Let A be an analytic algebra. An A-module M is said to be an analytic module over A if it is finite over A, i. e. if there exists an A-module epimorphism.
a : AP->M
with p e N.
Any submodule of an analytic module over A is analytic over A, and any quotient of an analytic module over A is analytic over A; also any finite direct sum (or direct product) of analytic modules over A is analytic over A. For A ==-k, the analytic modules over A are exactly the vector A-spaces of finite dimension.
Let A be an analytic algebra, M an analytic module over A and a :AP->M an A-module epimorphism. It is clear that for any topology on M compatible with the A-module structure of M, a is continuous. Thus the quotient topology of M by a is the finest topology on M compatible with its A-module structure, hence it is independent of the choice of a. Clearly this topology is locally convex.
DEFINITION. -Let A be an analytic algebra, M an analytic module over A, and a:A^->M an A-module epimorphism. The quotient topology of M by a (which is independent of the choice of a) is called the canonical topology of M, For instance, the canonical topology of A^ is the product topology. For A == k, any analytic module M over A is a vector Tc-space of finite dimension and the canonical topology of M is the unique Hausdorff topology compatible with the structure of vector A:-space of M.
Any analytic module M over an analytic algebra A will be considered as a locally convex A-module with its canonical topology.
LEMMA 3.2. a. Let M and N be analytic modules over A; then any A-module homomorphism u : M -> N is continuous (for the canonical topologies of M and N). b. If L is any submodule of A 7 ' then L is analytic over A and is a k-space e Q^ (for its canonical topology).
Proof. -To prove a, let a : AP->M be an A-module epimorphism. Then a is continuous strict and u a is continuous, hence u is continuous.
To prove b, let i: L -> A be the canonical injection of L. By a, i is continuous. Since A 7 is Hausdorff, L is Hausdorff, hence L, being a quotient of a A^, is a A-space e ^ by Corollary 2 to Theorem 1.2. Proof. -In the situation of (ii), q is strict by Banach's Theorem, hence jq == IE-ip continuous implies j continuous. Also, in the CANONICAL TOPOLOGY. l45 situation of (iii), ip = IE-jq continuous implies p continuous by the Closed Graph Theorem; in fact, if \imXn== o in E and \imp(Xn) == x' Proof. -By Lemma 3.3, it is enough to prove the theorem in the case A = A = k { Xi, ..., Xn }. In this case we shall use induction on n. For n = o, M, M' and M" are vector ^-spaces of finite dimension, and the theorem is trivially true.
Next let n > o, let A' == k { Xi, ..., X^,i !, and assume, by the induction hypothesis, that the theorem is true for the analytic modules over A'. We shall then prove that the theorem is true for the analytic modules over A. r is the canonical injection. In order to prove this proposition we shall make induction on r. We already know, by Step 1, that the proposition is true for r==i. Next let r > i. We assume, by the induction hypothesis, that the proposition is true for r-i, and we shall prove it for r. Q. E. D.
From
Step 2 it easily follows that any submodule of A 7 is closed, hence any analytic module is Hausdorff and therefore is a k-space e G^\ in particular this is true for any analytic algebra. II^WIIa^H/'lla.
The proof is trivial and will be omitted. The proof will be preceded by some lemmas. Proof. -Only the first statement needs to be proved. Suppose the contrary would hold for some bounded set Me A. Let t^k such that o < 11 < i. Then there exists a sequence of elements fi € M such that ||^|[a(.)>i and i^i^i^j iori^j.
Let N be the set {tfi, t^f^, ... j. Since M is bounded in A,
hence N is not closed in A. However it is easily seen that each set N r\ A^-is closed in A, which is a contradiction by Theorem 4.1. We shall now extend the preceeding corollary to the general case : 4 ) The idea of using the map 4> to extend Corollary of Theorem 4.1 to the general case and the proof of Theorem 4.2 are due to C. FOIAS.
